Dynamic ensemble selection of learner-descriptor classifiers to assess curve types in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis.
While classification is important for assessing adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS), it however suffers from low interobserver and intraobserver reliability. Classification using ensemble methods may contribute to improving reliability using the proper 2D and 3D images of spine curvature features. In this study, we present two new techniques to describe the spine, namely, leave-one-out and fan leave-one-out. Using these techniques, three descriptors are computed from a stereoradiographic 3D reconstruction to describe the relationship between a vertebra and its neighbors. A dynamic ensemble selection method is introduced for automatic spine classification. The performance of the method is evaluated on a dataset containing 962 3D spine models categorized according to three curve types. With a log loss of 0.5623, the dynamic ensemble selection outperforms voting and stacking ensemble learning techniques. This method can improve intraobserver and interobserver reliability, identify the best combination of descriptors for characterizing spine curve types, and provide assistance to clinicians in the form of information to classify borderline curvature types. Graphical abstract ᅟ.